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Abstract: Cognitive gameplay—the cognitive dimension of a player’s experience—emerges from the

interaction between a player and a game. While its design requires careful consideration, cognitive

gameplay can be designed only indirectly via the design of game components. In this paper, we focus

on one such component—the core mechanic—which binds a player and game together through the

performance of essential interactions. Little extant research has been aimed at developing frameworks

to support the design of interactions within the core mechanic with cognitive gameplay in mind.

We present a taxonomic framework named INFORM (Interaction desigN For the cORe Mechanic)

to address this gap. INFORM employs twelve micro-level elements that collectively give structure

to any individual interaction within the core mechanic. We characterize these elements in the

context of videogames, and discuss their potential influences on cognitive gameplay. We situate

these elements within a broader framework that synthesizes concepts relevant to game design.

INFORM is a descriptive framework, and provides a common vocabulary and a set of concepts that

designers can use to think systematically about issues related to micro-level interaction design and

cognitive gameplay.

Keywords: player–game interaction; core mechanic; interaction design of games; taxonomic

framework; cognitive gameplay; cognition; videogames; game design; representation

1. Introduction

Considerable research shows that videogames can support, augment, and/or enhance

cognition [1–7]. When designing the visual interfaces of such games, at least two key issues must

be considered carefully: representation and interaction [8]. Representation design is concerned with

how game information (e.g., the player avatar, objects, structures, paths, mazes, etc.) is encoded and

displayed visually, and interaction design is concerned with what players can and should do with the

represented information, what actions should be made available to them to work and think with the

representations, and what their subsequent reactions should be. Thus, the focus of interaction design

is the discourse that takes place between the player and the visual representations—i.e., player–game

interaction. Through interaction with representations, players engage with game information and

perform cognitive activities such as problem solving, planning, decision-making, and learning [9].

The overall experience that emerges from a player interacting with a game is commonly referred

to as gameplay [10]. Gameplay has many facets, one of which is cognitive gameplay—a term that

refers more specifically to the cognitive processes that emerge during player–game interaction

(see [7]). Here we construe cognitive processes generally, and include those related to both low-level
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cognition (e.g., attention and memory) and high-level cognition (e.g., problem solving and planning).

Because cognitive gameplay is an emergent phenomenon, it can be designed only indirectly via

the design of game components. Many game components influence gameplay (e.g., information

content, player–game interactions, mechanics, graphics, goals, narrative, and rules), and various

design frameworks have been developed that consider some of these components (e.g., [11]). However,

little research has been aimed at developing frameworks that can support systematic design of

cognitive gameplay.

One critical issue to consider in the design of cognitive gameplay is a game’s core mechanic, which

refers to the set of essential interactions that are repeatedly performed, in a cyclical fashion, while the

game is being played [12]. For example, in the game Tetris, the essential interactions are rotation and

movement of a shape, and these are repeated continually while playing the game. Consequently, these

two interactions form the core mechanic of Tetris, and it is primarily through these interactions that

gameplay emerges [10,13].

Considerable research shows that interaction design decisions can significantly influence

cognition [9,14,15]. Interaction design issues can be discussed at many levels, ranging from high-level

philosophical and pedagogical issues to low-level operational and implementation issues. Frameworks

and guidelines have been developed to help designers think about cognitive gameplay and high-level

interaction design issues, such as those related to experiential learning [16] and constructivism [17].

With respect to low-level interaction design and cognitive gameplay, however, there is a significant

gap in the extant literature. To help fill this gap, we propose a taxonomic framework named INFORM

(Interaction desigN For the cORe Mechanic), in which low-level interaction design issues are explicated

systematically. INFORM extends and adapts elements of an existing framework, EDIFICE-IVT, which,

among other things, deals with micro-level interaction design for visualization tools [18]. EDIFICE-IVT

is a preliminary framework that was developed for analyzing interaction at micro and macro levels.

In EDIFICE-IVT, a set of twelve structural elements of micro-level interaction are characterized

in a general manner. In the INFORM framework, we employ these twelve elements, adapt their

characterizations to suit the context of videogames, and extend discussions of their potential cognitive

influences. We also situate them within a broader set of concepts relevant to game design, such as

cognitive gameplay and the core mechanic. Thus, the twelve elements from EDIFICE-IVT function

as a skeleton structure, and are significantly extended and re-contextualized in INFORM to make

them suitable for use in videogame contexts. As a taxonomic framework, INFORM is descriptive;

accordingly, it is not intended to prescribe what designers should do in specific contexts or how specific

design decisions should be made. Rather, it provides a common vocabulary and a set of concepts

that designers can use to think about and discuss issues related to micro-level interaction design and

cognitive gameplay. Additionally, although we discuss implications of micro-level interaction design

on cognitive gameplay, the aim here is not to predict cognitive effects of design decisions, nor is it to

prescribe design actions to achieve intended cognitive outcomes; such concerns are beyond the current

scope of the INFORM framework.

We anticipate that INFORM will enable increased systematicity with respect to three main

activities: (1) analysis of micro-level interaction elements within the core mechanic of existing games;

(2) design of interactions within the core mechanic of new games; (3) evaluation of the effects

of micro-level interaction design decisions on cognitive gameplay. By facilitating the analysis of

interactions at a micro-level, videogame researchers can create different versions of games in which

interactions within the core mechanic are isolated and varied, enabling the effects on cognitive

gameplay to be empirically evaluated. At this stage of the research, only a few variations have

been studied in the context of videogames (e.g., see [7,19]). Thus, while we know these elements

exist ontologically, affect cognitive gameplay, and are important to investigate, further research is

needed to better understand their influence on cognitive gameplay in a systematic, principled manner.

We present the INFORM framework with the aim of facilitating this line of research.
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The structure of this paper is as follows. In the second section, we examine necessary background

concepts and terminology. In the third section, we identify and characterize the twelve elements of the

INFORM framework. In the fourth section, we provide an integrated example that demonstrates the

application of the framework in a design scenario. Finally, in the fifth section, we provide a summary

and discuss some areas of future research.

2. Background

In this section, we present necessary conceptual and terminological background.

2.1. Videogames

Game researchers and developers have discussed, debated, and attempted to identify the essential

characteristics of games for many years now (e.g., [20–22]). Although there is no commonly agreed

upon definition, in this paper, we use the following definition of Salen and Zimmerman [10]: “A game

is a system in which players engage in artificial conflict, defined by rules, that results in a quantifiable

outcome” (p. 80). Videogames are specific types of games: they are systems; they engage players in

non-real or artificial conflict that is defined by rules; and they have quantifiable outcomes. In addition,

they operate on interactive, electronic, computational devices or platforms. The hardware or software

used for this platform is not an essential part of the definition; for our purposes, a videogame could be

implemented on a personal computer, tablet computer, game console, or mobile device.

2.2. Cognitive Gameplay

The term ‘gameplay’ can refer to the interaction that occurs between a player and a game [23].

It can also refer to a player’s experience that arises from this interaction. To indicate that gameplay

refers to an experience, some researchers use terms such as gameplay experience [24] or game

experience [25]. Accordingly, in this paper, ‘gameplay’ is an emergent phenomenon and refers to that

which a player experiences when interacting with a game.

As gameplay is a composite construct, it can be decomposed into a number of different

dimensions [25]. Many of these dimensions focus on the emotional or aesthetic aspects of experience,

such as immersion, tension, or flow [24]. There is also the cognitive dimension of the player’s

experience [26–28]. We refer to this dimension as cognitive gameplay. This dimension includes

high-level cognitive activities which emerge from playing a game (e.g., problem solving, planning, and

learning) as well as lower-level cognitive processes (e.g., memory encoding and retrieval, pre-attentive

processing, and so on). In other words, cognitive gameplay “signifies the emergent cognitive processes

within the overall gameplay experience” [7] (p. 249).

Cognitive gameplay is influenced by characteristics of the player (e.g., mental models, thinking

styles) and characteristics of the game (e.g., information representation, interaction, rules). Being

an emergent phenomenon, cognitive gameplay cannot be designed directly, and has to be designed

indirectly via the design of game components. Two key components of games are information content

and interaction. Variation in the design of these two components results in different forms of cognitive

gameplay [6,7,19]. These two components are discussed next.

2.3. Information, Content, and Representation

Games are often classified into two groups: those for entertainment purposes, and those for

non-entertainment purposes (e.g., serious games, educational games; see [29,30]). The tendency for

such classification highlights the implicit assumption that games designed for cognitive activities

are inherently not entertaining. As a result, a common design approach is to attempt to combine

the entertainment aspect of a game in the context of its cognitive activity (e.g., problem solving or

learning) [31]. Moreover, such activities are often content-focused—that is, the primary focus is on

the information content that should be delivered to the player—thus placing content at the heart
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of design (e.g., [32]). This tendency can be seen in many games that have desired cognitive goals

(e.g., [11,26–28,33,34]).

This common approach leads to an inflation of the role of content in the design of cognitive

gameplay. Much research suggests that other factors are at least as important when it comes to

engaging the player’s cognition. For example, the manner in which information is represented, rather

than the information content per se, significantly influences cognitive processes (e.g., see [35–37]).

In fact, from the perspective of the player, the representation is the content—that is, since the only

access the player has to content is through representations, there is a unity of meaning between the

information content and its representation [38].

During gameplay, a player engages with information through representations in the visual

interface of the game. It is important to note that information content can also be represented

and communicated to the player through auditory, tactile, and other modalities. However, such

considerations are outside the scope of this paper. Since the content is represented visually,

we henceforth refer to these as visual representations (or simply, representations). Representations

(e.g., diagrams, tables, symbols, images, and so on) can encode content intended to engage players

in cognitive activities. Representations can also encode other game-related information, such as the

current game state and possible actions that a player can perform. For example, consider the game

KAtomic. In a screenshot of the game (Figure 1), we can identify various representations and the

type of information that they encode. Some representations encode game content, such as individual

atoms, walls, and the molecule that the player needs to create. Some representations also encode

educational content, such as the chemical composition and form of specific molecules. There are also

representations that encode possible actions, such as the arrows on which the player can click to move

an atom in a specific direction. Some of the representations act as containers, to visually group other

representations in the interface. When all of these are considered, one can see how the entire interface

of this game consists of representations of the underlying content. As mentioned above, research has

clearly shown that different representations of the same information can have significantly different

effects on cognitive processes. Although full discussion of this issue is outside the scope of this paper,

it is very important for researchers and designers to understand the role of representations in

influencing cognitive gameplay.

 

Figure 1. A screenshot of the game KAtomic, used to demonstrate how the entire interface of a game

consists of representations of underlying content. KAtomic is copyright 1998–2012 KAtomic Team,

released under the GNU General Public License (GPL) version 2.
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2.4. Cognition and Interaction

Research shows that cognition is distributed across the brain and its external environment [39,40].

Cognition is influenced not only by social, cultural, and contextual factors, but also by objects and by

the ways in which people interact with them. For instance, Kirsh and Maglio [41], studying how people

played the game Tetris, discovered that cognitive processes during gameplay were extended into the

external environment through the performance of epistemic actions—actions performed to facilitate

mental operations rather than to achieve physical or pragmatic goals. Participants would often rotate

and translate Tetris shapes within the game not only to achieve the pragmatic goal of placing the shape

in a desired location, but also to facilitate mental computation. Moreover, the study determined that it

was quicker, easier, and less costly, in terms of attention and memory for participants, to operate on the

shapes in the game than to operate on them in the head alone. In other words, the study suggested that

the manner in which the participants interacted with objects within the game had a significant impact

on their cognitive processes. That is, player–game interactions had a significant effect on cognitive gameplay.

All games have components that serve a representational function (e.g., tiles that represent

numbers or other concepts, avatars that represent the player, and arrows that represent shooting).

Videogames allow the player to engage with a game through interacting with these representations

in a dynamic fashion [6,9,42]. In a broad sense, interaction refers to an active, reciprocal relationship

between a player and a game [9], with this interaction taking place at different levels of granularity:

from low-level interface events, to interaction techniques, to interaction patterns, to specific tasks and

high-level activities. At the lowest level, interaction refers to physical actions and events, such as

touches, clicks, and drags. At a higher level, interaction can refer to more abstract, general patterns,

such as a player rearranging tiles, moving through a game space, or assigning behavior and/or

properties to game entities. At the pattern level of interactions, we can think about them independent

of the platform and technology on which they are implemented [9]. At still a higher level, interaction

gives rise to the emergence of cognitive activities, such as problem solving. Finally, at the highest

level, interaction often refers to philosophical design approaches, such as those related to distributed,

situated, or embodied cognition; behaviorist or constructionist forms of interaction; or cognitive

apprenticeship. In this paper, we are mainly concerned with interaction patterns at the level of

action–reaction pairs—that is, the player performing an action and the interface of the game reacting.

It is this reciprocal action that binds the player and the game together. Interaction design at this

level—the design of actions and reactions—ultimately influences cognitive gameplay (For an in-depth

discussion of interaction levels and patterns, the interested reader can refer to [9]).

Viewing individual interactions at the level of patterns allows for a common characterization of

the core mechanic; a common method of analyzing the structural elements of individual interactions

within the core mechanic; and a common vocabulary for conceptualizing and discussing the elements

that give rise to the core mechanic of a game. Without such an approach to interaction, it is extremely

difficult to have a general, comprehensive framework that can support systematic thinking about the

core mechanic in the context of cognitive gameplay.

2.5. Core Mechanic: The Cognitive Nucleus

All games have mechanics [43,44]. There is no clear agreement among practitioners and

researchers, however, as to what constitutes the mechanics of a game [12]. The term ‘game mechanics’

is used as a broad construct that includes such things as rules, methods, feedback, interactions, player

behaviors, game objects, and algorithms (e.g., see [43,45–48]). Although what constitutes the mechanics

of a game is not clear, there is typically a core mechanic that can be identified in any game. This core

mechanic has been defined as the “patterns of repeated behavior” [10] and the “essential interactions

which a player repeats during play” [13]. In other words, the core mechanic of a game is the continual

pattern of interaction with a game. As was stated before, player–game interaction can be analyzed

at many levels of granularity. Since we are interested in the role and structure of interaction in the

context of the core mechanic of games, we focus on the level of interaction patterns discussed in the
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previous section—i.e., neither the physical-, event-level interactions, nor high-level cognitive activities.

At this level, the player performs an action and the game responds in some way. This pattern of

action–reaction is then repeated continually to form a cycle, and this cycle is what constitutes the

core mechanic. For example, consider the game Breakout. In this game, the player moves a paddle

to either the left or the right to hit or intercept (action) a ball (representation), and the ball bounces

back (reaction) from a wall (representation) in the game space. This action–reaction pattern is repeated

continually and makes up the core mechanic of the Breakout game. As another example, consider the

Super Mario Brothers game. In this game, the player moves the character Mario around on the screen.

Mario can walk, run, and jump to different heights. The player can also perform an occasional special

move to more easily defeat enemies or overcome obstacles, such as launching a small fireball. Thus, the

core mechanic of this game is composed of the actions of walking, running, jumping, and occasionally

performing a special attack and the reactions of these actions within the game space.

The core mechanic of any game, then, consists of a set of player–game interactions that repeatedly

occur. Hence, it is mainly through the core mechanic that the player acts upon the game, is engaged

in cognitive processes, and cognitive activities emerge. As such, the core mechanic is the cognitive

nucleus of gameplay. For systematic analysis, design, and evaluation of cognitive gameplay, then, it is

important to examine what the structural elements of player–game interactions are.

3. INFORM: Interaction Design for the Core Mechanic

As mentioned previously, we have adapted and extended elements from the preliminary

EDIFICE-IVT framework in the development of INFORM. According to EDIFICE-IVT, any single

interaction can be analyzed into multiple elements that collectively give it structure [18]. Moreover,

there are different types of each element, and varying these types can influence cognitive processes.

As an individual interaction has both an action and a reaction component, micro-level interaction

elements can be categorized into action elements and reaction elements. The twelve elements are

divided into six action elements (agency, flow, focus, granularity, presence, and timing), and six reaction

elements (activation, context, flow, spread, state, and transition). Table 1 lists these twelve elements.

Table 1. Elements of Interaction in the INFORM Framework.

Action Reaction

agency activation
flow context
focus flow

granularity spread
presence state
timing transition

While playing a game, the following process typically occurs: a player performs an action on

representations in the visual interface; representations change as a reaction to the action (although not

the focus of this paper, changes may also occur in the game ‘internals’ as a result of the action—e.g.,

the values of internal data structures may change); during action and reaction, the player is perceiving

the interface and performing mental operations. This sequence repeats itself over and over, forming

the core mechanic of the game. Figure 2 depicts this process.

In the remainder of this section, we characterize and discuss each element and examine some

possible types. Examples of existing games will be given where appropriate. The following four points

should be considered while examining this section: (1) the terms used here may not be found in the

game literature since a framework such as INFORM does not currently exist; as described previously,

we have borrowed terms that were devised for the EDIFICE-IVT framework; (2) the discussed studies

do not necessarily use the same terms as we are using here, even though they may be examining the

same phenomenon; (3) as this is a young area of research, not every element has been studied in the
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context of cognitive gameplay; where appropriate, we discuss relevant research in other areas, which

we expect can be used to guide future studies; (4) finally, it is important to keep in mind that it is

ultimately the combination of these elements, and their aggregate mutual influences within the core

mechanic, that leads to the emergence of cognitive gameplay.

Figure 2. Depiction of the process of playing a game: a player performs an action on representations

in the visual interface; representations change as a reaction; the player perceives the interface and

performs mental operations throughout. VR stands for visual representation.

3.1. Elements of Action

3.1.1. Agency

This element is concerned with the metaphoric way through which a player expresses an action.

In other words, this element deals with how a player articulates an action directed towards

representations in a game. There are at least two types of agency: verbal and manual. In verbal

agency, the player expresses an action using her ‘mouth’, as though she speaks to a game, such as by

typing a command into a console. In manual agency, the player expresses an action using her ‘hands’,

as though she is reaching into the interface to grasp and manipulate representations in a game, such as

using a mouse cursor to rotate an object.

For an example of the different types of agency, consider the puzzle game Tower of Hanoi [49,50].

In this game, there are three pegs and several disks of different sizes. The disks can slide onto any peg.

To start the game, the disks are stacked on top of each other in ascending order of size on one peg.
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The goal of the game is to move the entire stack to another peg by following these rules: only one

disk may be moved at a time from one peg to another; only the upper disk from a peg can be moved,

though it can be placed on top of another disk; and, finally, no disk may be placed on top of a smaller

disk. The core mechanic of this game includes one interaction: moving the topmost disk from one peg

to another. In a videogame based on Tower of Hanoi, agency could be implemented as follows. With

verbal agency, the player could type commands that allow her to move pegs. If the game had three

pegs, they could be labeled A, B and C. The player could then type “move A to B” and press enter, and

the game would move the top disk from peg A onto peg B. With manual agency, the player could use

the mouse to move pegs, such as clicking on a disk, dragging it to the desired target peg, and releasing

the mouse button to drop the disk onto the peg.

Svendsen [51] conducted a study to investigate how interaction design influences thinking and

problem solving. Two versions of a game based on the Tower of Hanoi were created. The versions

differed in terms of types of agency—similar to our description in the previous paragraph. Participants

who played the version with verbal agency had to think harder and made fewer mistakes than

participants who played the version with manual agency. Hence, the type of agency may give rise to

different depths or degrees of reflectiveness in cognitive gameplay.

3.1.2. Flow (Action)

This element is concerned with how an action is parsed in time. There are two types of flow:

discrete and continuous. An action with discrete flow occurs instantaneously in time and/or is

punctuated over time. An action with continuous flow occurs over a span of time in a fluid manner.

As a simple example of implementation of flow in the design of action, consider again Tower of

Hanoi with manual agency. With discrete flow, the player could click on a disk to select it, and then

click on the target peg to move it to that location. With continuous flow, the player could click and

drag a disk from one peg to another. A study about the potential effects of flow on cognitive gameplay,

for both action flow and reaction flow, is provided later in this paper in the sub-section on reaction flow.

3.1.3. Focus

This element is concerned with the focal point of action with respect to the intended target of

action—that is, the target representation to which a player attends in order to act upon a representation

of interest. There are two types of focus: direct and indirect. With direct focus, the player acts on the

representation of interest. With indirect focus, the player acts on an intermediary representation to

effect change in the representation of interest. Hence, in direct focus, the player acts directly on the

target representation, while in indirect focus, the player acts indirectly on the target representation via

an intermediary representation.

For an example of implementation of different types of focus, consider a game based on the

Chinese Tangram puzzles [52]. A tangram puzzle includes a 2D outline or silhouette of a shape, and

seven 2D polygons of various shapes and sizes. The objective is to arrange the polygons so that

all of them fit inside the outline without overlapping each other. Each puzzle differs in the outline

given, but the same seven polygons are always used. The core mechanic of this game includes two

interactions: rotating a polygon, and moving a polygon into, out of, or within the silhouette. In a

videogame based on the Chinese Tangram puzzles, focus could be implemented as follows. With direct

focus, the player chooses the type of operation to perform (i.e., move or rotate) and then acts on the

polygon to transform it accordingly. For instance, to move the polygon, the player chooses the “move”

operation and then drags the polygon to its desired location. With indirect focus, the player again

chooses the operation, selects the polygon to transform, and then an intermediary representation of

the transformation would appear, such as a representation of the arc of rotation or a translation vector.

Then the player adjusts the parameters of the intermediary representation (e.g., adjust the magnitude

and direction of the translation vector) and then commits the action by clicking on a button labeled

“go” (see Figure 3). For instance, if the player wants to move a polygon, she would choose the “move”
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operation, select the desired polygon to move and the translation representation would appear, adjust

the position of the ends of the representation, and then commit the action. The polygon would then

move according to the distance and direction indicated by the translation representation.

 

Figure 3. A game based on Chinese Tangram puzzles, in which the player is moving a polygon by acting

on an intermediary representation (a representation of the translation vector).

Sedig and colleagues [19] conducted a study to investigate the effects of different interface

styles on cognition and learning of transformation geometry. Two versions of a game based on the

Chinese Tangram puzzles were developed, which differed in terms of types of focus, similar to our

description in the previous paragraph. The results of the study showed that different types of focus

affected learning significantly, measured by differences in the results of a pre-test and post-test on

transformation geometry. Even though there was no significant difference in their pre-test results, the

participants who played the version with indirect focus performed significantly better on the post-test

than the participants who played the version with direct focus. The authors concluded that the focal

point of the players’ action affected their attention. With direct focus, the participants’ focal point of

attention had been the polygon shapes, paying little attention to the transformation operations. With

indirect focus, their focal point of attention had been the transformation geometry representations,

hence paying more attention to how to adjust those than paying attention to the polygons. Hence, this

structural element of interaction—focus—and the different types that it takes may affect perceptual

and mental attention, and consequently cognitive gameplay.

3.1.4. Granularity

This element is concerned with the steps that the player needs to perform in order to compose

an action. There are two types of granularity: atomic and composite. An action which has atomic

granularity cannot be decomposed into steps. In other words, an atomic action is itself the only step.

An action which has composite granularity can be broken down into more than one step.

As an example, consider the game Angry Birds for the iPad. In this game, the player launches a

bird from a large slingshot towards a structure so as to destroy the structure. The core mechanic of this

game includes one interaction: launching a bird in a parabola. The player taps and drags the bird so as

to adjust the launch parameters (e.g., angle of the firing arc, and force applied to the bird), and then

she releases her finger from the screen so as to launch the bird. In this case, the main action has atomic
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granularity. Adjusting the launch parameters and firing the bird are combined into a single step, and

that is the only step the player performs in order to act. However, the game could be redesigned for

granularity to be composite. To compose an action, the player would go through the following steps.

First, she would drag a slider that changed the amount of force applied to the bird. Second, she would

drag the bird to adjust the angle for the firing arc. These two steps could be continually performed,

but not simultaneously. Unlike in the atomic granularity case, the bird would not be launched when

the player released her finger, and thus she could look at the parameters to determine if they were

acceptable. When the player is ready to launch the bird (i.e., commit the action), she would tap a

button labeled “launch”.

The potential effect of granularity on cognitive gameplay can be seen in the previous example

with Angry Birds. With atomic granularity, the player does not see or examine the finer details of

the action, but instead thinks of it as a single whole; in Angry Birds, it is difficult for the player to

think about the firing angle and force as separate parameters since they are both encapsulated into the

same step. With composite granularity, the player can examine and think about the finer details of

the action; in the modified Angry Birds, the player manipulates the firing angle and force separately,

thinks about them as separate parameters, and has the opportunity to carefully fine-tune and reflect

upon them before committing the action. Therefore, this element may play a role in how the player

engages with and reflects upon the detail, depth, and composition of information, hence affecting

cognitive gameplay.

3.1.5. Presence

This element is concerned with whether the game advertises the existence of an action to the

player. It has two types: explicit and implicit. In explicit presence, the availability or existence of an

action is explicitly advertised to the player. In implicit presence, even though an action is present,

its availability is not advertised to the player, and it is assumed that the player knows that it exists.

Presence, as a structural element of interaction, is similar to the concept of cognitive affordance that

deals with making the semantics of an artifact detectable, observable, and/or understandable to a

user [53].

As an example, consider the videogame KAtomic shown in the introduction. The goal of this game

is to move chemical elements through a maze so as to create the appropriate chemical compound.

The core mechanic of this game includes one interaction: moving a chemical element in a specific

direction. When the player clicks on a chemical element to move it, a set of arrows appears around

the chemical element to indicate the direction in which it could move. These arrows advertise

the possibilities for action. Similarly, when the player moves the mouse over a chemical element,

it flashes again to advertise the possibility of action. Both of these are examples of explicit presence;

the action of moving the chemical element is explicitly advertised. However, imagine if this game

were implemented on a tablet or cellphone with a touch screen. It could be changed so that a chemical

element does not flash and no arrows appear. Instead, the player simply swipes in a desired direction

over a chemical element and this performs the action (i.e., the element moves in the designated

direction). In this case, presence is implicit; the player is not informed that such an action can be

performed and instead must learn this some other way or must already know about it.

As in the case of cognitive affordance, different types of presence offer tradeoffs in terms of

cognitive gameplay. With explicit presence, there may be too many interface elements to notify the

player of action possibilities; this may become perceptually overwhelming. Making too many things

explicit may lead to confusion [53,54]. However, implicit presence may place extra cognitive load on

the player by requiring her to remember the existence of action possibilities. The player may also have

to search for actions or information regarding how to act, spending time on tasks unrelated to the game.

Either type of presence can affect cognitive processes. Studies are needed to carefully investigate how

these different types, when integrated in the core mechanic of a game, influence cognitive gameplay.
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3.1.6. Timing

This element is concerned with the amount of time available to the player to compose and/or

commit an action. There are at least two types of timing: player-paced and game-paced. When

the timing is player-paced, the player is not constrained by any time limitations for composing and

committing an action. Using this type of timing, the player has as much time as needed to think about

and examine a situation before committing an action. When the timing is game-paced, the player has a

set amount of time to compose and commit an action before the game imposes a penalty on the player

(e.g., her action is canceled, she is prevented from acting on the same representation again, she must

restart the current level).

For example, consider a game based on the Tower of Hanoi [49,50] described above. The timing

element of the main interaction (i.e., moving a disk from one peg to another) can be implemented

to be either player-paced or game-paced. If timing is player-paced, the player has unlimited time

for each action. If timing is game-paced instead, in the corner of the screen would be a timer that is

continually counting down. Whenever the player moves a disk, the clock would reset to its initial value

(e.g., 30 s). As such, the player only has 30 seconds to move one disk, but gains additional time when a

disk is moved. If the clock runs out, the game ends and the player must restart.

Van Harreveld, Wagenmakers, and van der Maas [55] investigated the effect of time constraints

on problem-solving skill and thought processes of Chess players. Within a standard game of chess,

a difference in skill noticeably affects the performance of players. However, as the time constraints

become increasingly strict, skill eventually ceases to matter; players of any skill level play similarly.

In other words, when players had enough time to think to the best of their ability, they performed

better. When players were given too little time to think, they became more prone to making

mistakes, regardless of skill level. Thus, the ability to think clearly and deeply (modulated by the

players’ skill level) depended on how much time was available. Hence, this structural element of

interaction—timing—and the different types that it takes seem to affect clarity of thought and depth of

processing and analysis (i.e., the type of timing seems to affect cognitive gameplay). Further studies

should carefully investigate how these different types of timing can be used singly or in concert in the

core mechanic of games and what their effects are on cognitive gameplay.

3.2. Elements of Reaction

Collectively, the six elements of reaction can also be referred to as feedback. Although feedback has

been discussed by multiple researchers and game developers, the term is often used in a manner that

does not distinguish between levels of interaction. Feedback at the level of an individual interaction can

be better understood by characterizing the structural elements that make up the reaction component

of the interaction. In this paper, reaction refers to effects of an action that are visibly perceptible in

the interface, and not those that may occur internally in the game and are hidden from view of the

player (e.g., changes in internal data representations). Furthermore, an action often results in the

interface going through fluctuations before the reaction process is completed and the interface reaches

equilibrium. Therefore, some of the reaction elements discussed here are concerned with the reaction

during fluctuation while others are concerned with the reaction as the interface reaches an equilibrium

and the reaction process is complete.

3.2.1. Activation

This element is concerned with the commencement of a reaction after the player has committed

an action. There are at least three operational types of activation: immediate, delayed, and

on-demand. In immediate activation, the reaction occurs instantaneously after the action is committed.

In delayed activation, an action is committed and then a span of time passes before its reaction occurs.

In on-demand activation, the reaction only occurs once the player requests it.
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For an example, consider the game Temple Swap (see [7]). In this game, the player is given a set of

tiles with different symbols. The main interaction available is to swap the position of two adjacent

tiles. The tiles can form rows or columns, and the goal of each level is to create rows and columns such

that each tile is in at least one row or column with a common symbol. The core mechanic of this game

contains one interaction: swapping two adjacent tiles. The types of activation in this game could be

implemented as follows. With the immediate type of activation, the tiles would immediately move

once the player has selected two tiles to swap. With the delayed type of activation, the player could

select two tiles to swap but they would not move until after the player has selected the next pair. With

the on-demand type of activation, the player can select tiles to swap but no swapping would occur

until after she has clicked on a button labeled “go”. At that point, all the paired tiles would swap in

order, and the player would then see the sequence of swaps that she had performed.

Sedig and Haworth [7] conducted a study to investigate the effect of different types of activation

on cognitive gameplay. Two versions of Temple Swap were created, using immediate and on-demand

activation as described above. The results of the study indicated that on-demand activation promoted

more effortful and long-term thinking, while immediate activation prevented this or encouraged less

effortful and shorter-term thinking. In the version with immediate activation, participants did not try

to plan carefully but merely moved tiles around and eventually discovered a solution. In the version

with on-demand activation, participants were able to plan carefully and felt that the game required

them to think this way. From this study, it seems that the type of activation can influence the degree of

mental effort exerted, and whether the player thinks in a more reflective or reactionary manner. Hence,

this element of interaction should be designed carefully as it can play an important role in the core

mechanic of games.

3.2.2. Context

This element is concerned with the general context in which representations exist as the interface

reaches equilibrium. There are two types of context: changed and unchanged. Before an action is

committed, a representation exists within some context. During the reaction process, that context

can change or it can remain the same. With ‘changed’ context, representations will be in a different

context once the reaction process finishes. With ‘unchanged’ context, representations remain in the

same context after the completion of the reaction.

For example, consider a game in which the player must navigate a 3D space to reach various

goal points in a particular order. In this game, the core mechanic includes one interaction: navigating

through the in-game environment. As the player navigates the environment of the game, there is no

change in the context: the representations in the interface still show the world from the orientation

and position of the player within it (i.e., a first-person perspective). However, the context could

change in the following manner. When the player reaches a goal point, the interface changes so that it

presents the player with an overhead view of the whole space, highlights the position of the player,

and indicates the position of the next goal. In such a scenario, the player may need to press a button to

return to the previous context of moving in the world from a first-person perspective. In this example,

the context element of reaction is ‘changed’ when the player reaches a goal point and ‘unchanged’

when the player moves throughout the rest of the world.

The potential influences of different types of context on cognitive gameplay are not known.

While it is possible that ‘changed’ context may interrupt the player and cause disruption, such as

disorientation during navigation, this has not been studied empirically. However, research on the role

of context has consistently shown that it has significant effects on cognitive performance and memory

tasks (e.g., [56–58]). Both recall and recognition tasks degrade when there are changes in context,

even when embedded information stays the same. Several possible explanations include context

dependence, need for mental model realigning, need for increased mental processing for foregrounding

of information, and need for new segmentation of experience in a new context. On the other hand,

a change of context may require new representations, and considerable research in the cognitive
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sciences shows that different representations of the same information can help users understand and

mentally model the information better [59–62]. Research is needed to investigate how different types

of this element should be implemented in videogames to lead to desired cognitive gameplay.

3.2.3. Flow (Reaction)

This element is concerned with how a reaction is parsed in time. There are two types of flow:

discrete and continuous. A reaction with discrete flow occurs instantaneously in time and/or is

punctuated. A reaction with continuous flow occurs over a span of time in a fluid manner.

As an example, consider again the game Angry Birds. After the player adjusts the launch

parameters and launches the bird, it moves gradually across the screen until it collides with a structure

or the ground. In this case, the reaction has continuous flow. However, the flow of the reaction could

have been designed to be discrete. For instance, after the bird was launched, it could immediately

appear at the endpoint of the arc and show any resulting destruction. In this case, the reaction has

discrete flow since the reaction (i.e., the movement of a bird along the firing arc) occurs instantaneously

in time.

Liang and colleagues [63] conducted a study to investigate the effects of different types of both

action flow and reaction flow on cognition. Even though this study is not in the context of a game,

it deals with an exploratory computer activity that accurately captures the concept of flow and how

it could be applied to games. The study involved a software tool that used representations to aid

users in exploring the structural properties and relationships of certain 3D geometric solids. Four

versions of this tool were created, one for each combination of the types of action and reaction flow. The

results of the study suggested that the type of flow affected cognitive processes and overall learning,

as measured by the difference in scores between a pre-test and post-test on transformation and

properties of the solids. The participants who used the version with discrete action and reaction flow

performed the best on the post-test. Based on participant behavior, it seemed that those who used

the continuous action and reaction flow version did not reflect much on the content that they were

exploring, as the tool made the performance of action and interpretation of reaction less mentally

demanding. In contrast, participants who used the discrete action and reaction flow version spent more

time reflecting and planning their actions. The authors concluded that the ease and intuitiveness of

continuous flow may not always be desirable, as it can be counter-productive when reflective cognition

and investment of mental effort are needed. Hence, the different types of this element and the manner

of their design can play a significant role in cognitive gameplay and how much effort players put into

the processing of game information.

3.2.4. Spread

This element is concerned with the spread of the effect that an action causes. An action can

cause a change to occur in a particular representation of interest, or the effect can propagate to other

representations in the game. Hence, there are two types of spread: self-contained and propagated.

As an example, consider the videogame Bejeweled. In this game, the player is given a grid full of

different colored gems. The player needs to swap adjacent gems so as to create a match of three or

more gems with the same color. Hence, the core mechanic contains one interaction: swapping two

adjacent gems. When a match occurs, all of the matched gems are removed from the grid, all gems

above the removed ones in the grid fall down into the empty space, and new gems are added to the

grid to fill in any remaining empty space in the grid. When the player swaps two gems and nothing

else occurs (i.e., a match is not created), then spread is the self-contained type. However, when a match

occurs and other gems are removed from the grid, then the type of spread is propagated. The most

extreme example of propagated spread in Bejeweled is when a cascade of matches occurs. One match

removes several gems, and others fall into the empty space, but new matches are made; this causes

more gems to be removed, others to fall in, more matches made, and so on. It is quite possible to create

a long cascade of matches, all triggered by a single action.
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The potential influences of different types of spread on cognitive gameplay are unknown. Even

though this element exists ontologically, as demonstrated from the above example, we have not

been able to find any empirical studies that investigate how this structural element affects cognitive

processes of players. Consequently, there is much room for research to investigate how different types

of spread and their combinations can affect cognitive gameplay.

3.2.5. State

This element is concerned with the conditions of the interface (i.e., the interface’s representations)

once the reaction process is complete and the interface reaches equilibrium. There are three types of

state (that is, the states that representations affected by an action can assume): created, deleted, or

altered. In a created state, new representations are created and appear in the interface. In a deleted

state, one or more representations are deleted from the interface. Finally, in an altered state, one or

more properties of some representations (e.g., their value, position, size, orientation, etc.) are modified.

As an example, consider a game in which the player must guide a robot through a grid-based

maze full of different types of objects. The core mechanic for this game contains one interaction:

moving the robot through the grid. This can be done by indicating the direction in which the robot is to

move, how many grid cells it should move, and then pressing a “go” button. The reaction component

of this interaction is that the robot moves accordingly and may interact with other objects in the maze.

For instance, as the robot is moving, it can hit a boulder and push it in the same direction of movement

as the robot; this change in the position of the boulder is an implementation of the altered type of

state. Similarly, the robot could pass over a switch, triggering the disappearance of walls from the grid

(i.e., deleted state). Alternatively, the robot can pass over another kind of switch, causing the spawning

of new walls that are placed in the path of the robot (i.e., created state).

As in the case of the previous interaction element—spread—even though state exists ontologically,

as the above example shows, we have not been able to find any empirical studies that investigate how

this structural element affects cognitive processes of players. Empirical studies need to be conducted

to investigate how different types of state and their combinations can affect cognitive gameplay.

3.2.6. Transition

This element is concerned with how change is presented on a 2D display. Representations in

games that are dynamic and/or interactive are spatio-temporal entities. As such, when an action

causes change in them, the change can take place along both the temporal and spatial dimensions [64].

Consequently, presenting change effectively can be a difficult design challenge, as the result is often

distortion of one of the dimensions. Based on the two dimensions for presenting change, there are two

general types of transition: stacked and distributed [64].

When transition is stacked, changes in a representation are sequentially ‘stacked’ one on top of

another in time. Although the representation is visually changing over some duration of time, only the

current state at one point in time is perceivable; past stages of change disappear and future stages are

not shown. This type of reaction behaves like a movie, where changes to a scene are stacked in time and

one scene replaces another. If transition is distributed, multiple stages of change in a representation

are simultaneously perceivable by being spatially distributed. Of all the changes through which an

entity (e.g., player or game object) may pass, several are chosen as snapshots. Those snapshots are

then displayed as new representations in the game, such that the player can view them in parallel

without previous stages disappearing in time. This type of transition is similar to a storyboard, where

transitional scenes are shown as separate images. Hence, stacked transition constrains the visual

change to one location while distributed transition communicates changes over a region of space.

Potential cognitive effects of transition can be gleaned from a study conducted by Sedig, Rowhani,

and Liang [65]. In this study, the effect of types of transition on conceptual navigation was investigated.

Although this study was not in the context of a game, the activity being investigated (i.e., navigation)

is common in games; hence, this study is applicable for understanding the types of transition and
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how to design the transition element in games. For the study, a software tool was developed in which

participants explored relationships between 3D geometric solids. Participants were expected to develop

cognitive maps of the objects and the paths of change from one form of an object to another. Three

versions of the tool were developed in which transition was implemented as stacked only, distributed

only, and combined. In the combined version, the user interface contained the representations from

both the stacked and distributed interfaces. These representations were linked together; acting on one

representation caused both representations to react. The results of the study indicated that participants

improved their ability to navigate the conceptual space in different ways (i.e., they developed cognitive

maps differently). Participants developed landmark knowledge (the main objects) in the stacked

transition version, route knowledge (the paths of change or transition) in the distributed transition

version, and survey knowledge (the overall landscape of objects and paths) in the combined version.

Therefore, each type of transition (and the combination of these types) has its own inherent strengths

and weaknesses. For instance, spatially distributed change requires the player to make constant

back-and-forth eye movements, while this is avoided when change is temporally stacked in one

location [64]. However, stacking temporally forces a player to compare different states of an object

from memory, since she cannot see multiple states of an object simultaneously; this issue is avoided in

the distributed type of transition.

As the example study shows, this structural element of interaction—transition—and the different

types that it takes affect perceptual, memory, and mapping processes of cognition—hence, cognitive

gameplay—and must be analyzed and designed carefully. Figure 4 shows the two types of transition

that were used in the study—distributed (left) and stacked (right).

 

Figure 4. An interface in which transition is distributed (left) and stacked (right). From the tool used

in [65].

4. Application of INFORM in a Scenario

Here, we present a scenario to demonstrate how INFORM can be used in the design and evaluation

of the core mechanic of a videogame. Since INFORM is a descriptive taxonomic framework, and is

not intended to offer prescriptive guidance for game designers, this scenario will demonstrate how

INFORM facilitates systematic thinking about cognitive gameplay.

As a brief example, consider a researcher wanting to investigate how different design variations

affect planning activities. Using INFORM, this researcher can identify the types of specific structural

elements that he or she thinks will affect planning, and then study the identified types systematically.

For instance, assume that activation is one of the structural elements identified. To determine what

types of this element have an effect on planning, if any, the researcher could conduct an experiment

by randomly assigning participants to play one of three versions of the same game: the version that

implements the immediate type of activation, the delayed type, or the on-demand type. Then, depending
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on the results, the researcher could focus on other structural elements and conduct further studies to

narrow down what combinations seem to work best for desired planning strategies.

An experiment such as this was conducted in [7]. In this experiment, participants playing

the version with the on-demand type of activation reported engaging in deeper and more effortful

planning than the ones playing the version with the immediate type. Once the effect of one element is

determined, the effects of other structural elements can also be systematically studied.

The remainder of this section will describe a more detailed example. Consider a researcher

studying differences in how players engage in spatial reasoning and mental manipulation of

three-dimensional shapes. To start, the researcher designs a videogame with a simple core mechanic.

Game components that may impact the desired cognitive gameplay can be minimized, so that effects

from the structure of interaction can be more easily identified. In this hypothetical game, the player

must recreate a series of patterns in a step-by-step fashion. For every level of the game, the player is

given a visual pattern and a cube. The pattern is broken down into square sections, matching the size

and shape of the faces on the cube. Each face has a different image that corresponds to specific sections

of the pattern. In other words, the pattern is a composition of the faces on the cube. The player is also

given a blank working space in which to create a copy of the given pattern. To create a copy, the player

rotates the cube and stamps the topmost face into a section of the working space. This is repeated

until each section of the working space is equivalent to the corresponding section of the pattern. Thus,

the core mechanic is composed of two interactions: rotating the cube, and stamping one face of the

cube into the working space. To win this game, the player must rotate the cube such that the face

showing the next section of the pattern is the topmost one, stamp that face into the necessary sections

of the workspace, and repeat this until the pattern is successfully copied. The player is also shown

the number of rotations that were performed to copy the pattern. To play efficiently, the player must

determine how to rotate the cube as few times as possible. Figure 5 depicts the components of this

hypothetical game.

 
Figure 5. A screenshot of this hypothetical videogame showing the pattern to recreate (left); the cube

with which the player interacts (middle); and the working space in which a copy of the pattern is

created (right).

This game is designed to encourage the player to reflectively engage in a series of spatial reasoning

tasks. To achieve the intended outcome (i.e., winning the game), the player must develop her spatial

reasoning abilities to meet increasingly difficult challenges. To study how the core mechanic could

be implemented to most effectively support spatial reasoning, the researcher could use INFORM to

guide the design of different variations of this videogame. An experiment could be conducted for each

structural element characterized in INFORM, providing the researcher with a systematic approach to

design and evaluate this videogame. To illustrate how INFORM could be used in this manner, the

rest of this section will provide examples of how each type for all twelve elements of the rotating

interaction could be implemented for this hypothetical videogame. Depending on the game, there are

many possible ways that a type can be implemented; therefore, due to spatial constraints, we provide

only one implementation to demonstrate how thinking about the elements and their types assists
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with systematic design. For the sake of brevity, only the rotating interaction is analyzed here. This

method of analysis, however, should clearly indicate how a similar analysis could be done for the

stamping interaction.

• Agency: manual or verbal. With manual agency, the player rotates the cube using the mouse—e.g.,

by clicking and dragging the cube. Alternatively, the cube could be rotated by clicking on arrows

that appear around the cube as the mouse cursor approaches it (see Figure 6). With verbal agency,

the player could type commands into a console to rotate the cube—e.g., “rotate left” to rotate the

cube to the left once, and “rotate left 3” to rotate the cube to the left three times (see Figure 8).

• Focus: direct or indirect. With direct focus, the cube is the focal point of action—e.g., the player

clicks on and drags the cube to rotate it. As the interaction is directed toward the intended target

(i.e., the cube), focus is direct. If the focus were indirect, however, another representation would

be the focal point of action. A simple example is having a set of arrows in a control panel in the

interface. When the player clicks on an arrow, the cube rotates in the corresponding direction.

This is indirect focus, as the action is directed toward arrows in the control panel, and not the

cube itself. As another example, the player could be provided with an additional, alternative

representation of the cube (e.g., a formula that represents its 2D projection). The player would be

required to act on the alternative representation to control the rotation of the cube.

• Flow (action): discrete or continuous. Consider the above examples in which the player clicks on

an arrow button to rotate the cube. These are examples in which action flow is discrete, as the

action occurs instantaneously: the player simply clicks a button. Alternatively, the player could

click on and drag a slider to specify the amount of rotation—an example where action flow is

continuous since the action happens over a period of time in a fluid manner.

• Granularity: atomic or composite. With atomic granularity, the interaction has only one step—e.g.,

dragging the cube to rotate it. With composite granularity, the interaction would require more

than one step to complete. For example, to rotate the cube, the player would have to first select

it, then specify the desired direction of rotation, then select a button to execute the rotation.

Although the composite type of granularity may seem unnecessary here, it could be quite relevant

if, for example, the player could supply important additional parameters to the action (such as

the angle or speed of rotation).

• Presence: implicit or explicit. With implicit presence, the possibility of rotating the cube is not

advertised to the player. The player must have existing knowledge that the shape can be rotated

and how to go about rotating it. For instance, if the player could rotate the cube by clicking on it

and dragging the mouse, but nothing on the cube or anywhere else in the interface suggests that

this action is possible, then presence is implicit. With explicit presence, the possibility of rotating

the cube would be advertised to the player. One simple example is to have a label below the cube

stating: “To rotate the cube, click and drag it”. Alternatively, the cube could be wiggling with a

small rotation sign attached to it to suggest the possibility of this interaction.

• Timing: player-paced or game-paced. With player-paced timing, the player can take as much time

as she wants to rotate the cube. However, if timing is game-paced, a time restriction is placed on

the player. For example, there could be a timer that begins at 60 seconds and counts down. When

it reaches 0 seconds, the player loses points. Every time the player performs the rotating action,

the timer for this interaction can be reset.

• Activation: immediate, delayed, or on-demand. With immediate activation, the cube rotates as soon

as the player acts—e.g., the player clicks an arrow button and the cube rotates immediately. With

delayed activation, the cube would not rotate until a period of time elapses or some other event

occurs. For instance, the player clicks on the arrow button to rotate the cube to the left but the cube

does not rotate until a subsequent action is performed. With on-demand activation, the player

could specify a sequence of multiple rotations, but the cube would not rotate until a separate

button is clicked, and the sequence would unfold (see Figure 9).
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• Context: changed or unchanged. In the examples thus far, context is implemented with the

unchanged type (i.e., the context in which the interaction occurs does not change once the

reaction is finished). One possible implementation of the changed type would be the following:

the game places a limit on the number of times the player can rotate the cube. Once the player

rotates the cube beyond this limit, the game reacts by resetting the level, and this changes the

context in which the player is operating. This context change will likely force the player to think

about recreating the whole pattern again, and remember the set of steps used before the level

was reset.

• Flow (reaction): discrete or continuous. The following is an example of continuous reaction

flow: the player clicks on and drags a slider to rotate the cube, and the cube gradually rotates

until its orientation matches that specified by the slider’s position. If the reaction flow was

discrete, however, the cube’s orientation would immediately change to match that specified by

the slider’s position—it would not change gradually over time. In this case, the reaction occurs

instantaneously without any fluid motion. Separating action and reaction flow can be conducive

to mindful planning in certain situations (see [63]).

• Spread: self-contained or propagated. In the case of self-contained spread, only the focal

representation is affected. For instance, if the player drags a cube to rotate it, no other

representation in the interface is affected. However, in the example given below in which

transition is distributed, the player types a command to rotate the cube and, as a result, multiple

representations are created to display the orientation of the cube at different stages in the rotation.

In this example, the spread is propagated to other representations in the interface.

• State: created, deleted, and/or altered. To demonstrate implementations of the different types of this

element, the game will enforce a limit on the number of times the cube can rotate. Once this limit

is reached, the player can no longer rotate the cube and must restart the puzzle. Consider the case

in which the player rotates the cube by typing a ‘rotate’ command into a console. Assume that,

in addition to the cube rotating, representations elsewhere in the interface encoding the number

of performed rotations are also affected. One possibility is that, as the cube is rotated, the color

and/or arrangement of other representations change to reflect the number of remaining rotations

that are available to the player. In this case, the properties of the representations (i.e., their colors

and positions) are altered—an example of the ‘altered’ type of state. Another possibility is that

each time the cube is rotated, a representation is removed from the interface to indicate that one

less rotation is available to the player—an example of the ‘deleted’ type of state. For instance,

there could be a row of small cubes, and each rotation results in one of these cubes being removed.

A third possibility is that representations of the number of rotations are added to the interface

after the performance of each rotation—an example of the ‘created’ type of state. For example,

there may be an empty grid in which a small copy of the cube is placed after each rotation to

signify that an interaction has taken place.

• Transition: stacked or distributed. In the above example, transition is stacked—i.e., the cube

rotates such that orientations are stacked on top of one another, and previous orientations are

not displayed (see Figure 7). Alternatively, the transition could be distributed—e.g., the player

types a command to rotate the cube three times to the right, and several representations appear to

encode the intermediate orientations. All representations remain on the screen, so that the player

can see the different orientations which the cube had while it was rotating (see Figure 10).
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Figure 6. An example of rotating the cube when the type of agency is manual.

 

Figure 7. An example of the cube rotating with the stacked type of transition.

 

Figure 8. An example of rotating the cube when the type of agency is verbal.

 

Figure 9. An example of multiple rotations of the cube with the on-demand type of activation.
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Figure 10. An example of the cube rotating with the distributed type of transition.

Although the above examples have focused on a single element, their interrelationships should

also be considered. For example, the rotation interaction could be designed for a touch screen such that

the player presses on the cube and, as she drags her finger along the screen, the cube gradually rotates.

The types for the action elements of this interaction are agency–manual; flow–continuous; focus–direct;

granularity–atomic; presence–implicit; timing–player-paced. The types for the reaction elements of this

interaction are activation–immediate; context–unchanged; flow—continuous; spread–self-contained;

state–altered; transition–stacked.

A researcher could take this interaction and try to change the type of one element to measure

its effects on cognitive gameplay. For example, the new interaction could be that the player taps an

arrow placed beside the cube and the cube rotates once in that direction—i.e., the player is no longer

able to drag the cube. Since this new interaction uses a different type for the focus element (indirect),

effects of its implementation could be studied. However, this new interaction also uses a different type

for action flow (discrete) and presence (explicit), and the researcher must be cautious about which

elements are being isolated. Without a framework, such as INFORM, it can be very difficult to think

systematically about such issues.

5. Summary

Cognitive gameplay—the cognitive dimension of a player’s experience—emerges from the

interaction between a player and game. While its design requires careful consideration, cognitive

gameplay can be designed only indirectly—via the design of game components such as mechanics,

narrative, rules, information content, and graphics. In this paper, we focus specifically on the core

mechanic—i.e., the essential interactions that bind a player and game together, the cyclical performance

of which results in gameplay. With respect to the core mechanic and cognitive gameplay, extant

research provides support for thinking about high-level pedagogical and philosophical interaction

design issues. With respect to low-level interaction design issues, however, there is a significant gap

in the literature. To help fill this gap, we have proposed INFORM (Interaction desigN For the cORe

Mechanic), a taxonomic framework that supports systematic thinking about micro-level interaction

design and cognitive gameplay.
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In the INFORM framework, we employ twelve previously established micro-level elements that

constitute the structure of interaction, adapt their characterizations to suit the context of videogames,

and extend discussions of their potential cognitive influences. We situate these elements within a

broader framework that synthesizes concepts relevant to game design, such as cognitive gameplay

and the core mechanic. INFORM is a descriptive framework and is not intended to give prescriptive

design guidance. Rather, it provides a common vocabulary and a set of concepts that researchers

and designers can use to think about and discuss issues related to micro-level interaction design and

cognitive gameplay. Table 2 lists the six action and six reaction elements, their concerns, and some of

their types.

Table 2. Summary of player–game Interaction Elements in the INFORM Framework.

Element Concern Types

action

agency
metaphoric way through which action
is expressed

verbal, manual

flow parsing of action in time discrete, continuous

focus focal point of action direct, indirect

granularity steps required to compose an action atomic, composite

presence existence and advertisement of action explicit, implicit

timing
time available to player to compose
and/or commit action

player-paced, game-paced

reaction

activation commencement of reaction immediate, delayed, on-demand

context
context in which representations exist
once reaction is complete

changed, unchanged

flow parsing of reaction in time discrete, continuous

spread spread of effect that action causes self-contained, propagated

state
condition of representations once
reaction process is complete

created, deleted, altered

transition presentation of change stacked, distributed

We anticipate that INFORM can be used to facilitate increased clarity and rigor with respect

to three main activities: (1) analysis of micro-level interaction elements within the core mechanic of

existing games; (2) design of interactions within the core mechanic of new games; (3) evaluation of the

effects of micro-level interaction design decisions on cognitive gameplay. By facilitating the analysis of

interactions at a micro-level, designers can create different versions of games in which interactions

within the core mechanic are isolated and varied, enabling the effects on cognitive gameplay to be

empirically evaluated.

INFORM not only enables systematicity in design, but also helps to stimulate creativity in the

design process. For instance, designers can vary the structure of the core mechanic for different

situations within a game, different levels within a game, or even different versions of a game, each

of which has different implications for cognitive gameplay. Although not all twelve elements are

important in every situation, even if only half have a significant influence on cognitive processes the

possible combinations for each interaction are 26, or 64. Without a taxonomic framework, such as

INFORM, it is likely impossible to consider the many design possibilities systematically.

At this stage of the research, only a few elements and their variant types have been studied in the

context of cognitive gameplay. Thus, while we know that these elements are important to investigate,

further research is needed to better understand their effects. Another line of future research can be in

integrating INFORM into a larger framework that considers other important aspects of game design,

such as the emotional components of gameplay (e.g., motivation, immersion, flow), which can be
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examined in relation to the operational features of the core mechanic. It is our hope that INFORM will

stimulate much research in these areas.
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